
There are dozens of potential use cases for a media monitoring tool, but based on 
our conversations with the experts in the trenches, here are 12 practical benefits of 
using a media monitoring tool in virtually any organization:

Reputation Management

Media reports regarding your organization can be the source of your greatest opportunities and 

your greatest challenges. It is critical to stay attuned to what is being written and said about your 

organization if you are going to be in a position to quickly spot these reputational risks and react in a 

timely manner.

Brand Monitoring

Many organizations have multiple brands underneath their umbrella and these individual brands 

typically target unique audiences. Media coverage of one of your brands contributes to an overall 

image of that brand and can shape public perception in a demonstrable way, for better or for worse, 

so you need to be on top of how each brand is being shaped across all media types. This includes everything that 

contributes to perceptions of your brands, such as the individuals who are closely associated with the brands in the 

minds of the public.
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Competitive Intelligence

Every organization, whether it is for-profit or not-for-profit, must be mindful of the competitive 

landscape in which it operates. This requires that you stay abreast of your competitors’ and your 

peers’ new business initiatives, financial results, competitive strengths and weaknesses, and areas in 

which they may pose an emerging threat. A media monitoring tool can surface, interpret and report on coverage of 

their actions.

Marketing Content

We are in an era in which “content is king” when it comes to professional marketing. The challenge for 

many communications and marketing teams is to come up with interesting topics that are timely and 

compelling so they can fill out their calendars with solid themes. A media monitoring tool can help you 

identify trends and discover new topics you can leverage to develop relevant content that will engage your audiences.

Crisis Management

In today’s 24/7 news cycles, speed is of the essence when your organization is under attack for a 

developing story or organizational crisis. Media monitoring tools provide real-time news alerts, 

notifying you as soon as your organization and/or one of your brands is mentioned in a media report. 

This allows you to quickly develop a communications strategy and respond accordingly, reducing the risk of an 

unwanted narrative taking hold in the public.

Industry Research

Trends in your industry or area of focus can change very quickly, so it is important to be nimble and 

stay up to date on new developments in your marketplace. You want to be in a position to make 

informed business decisions before your organization is behind the curve. A media monitoring 

solution can be set up to follow key industry publications and thought leaders, monitor for references to industry 

terms and track new industry research reports.

Measurement and Evaluation

One of the innovations in media monitoring made possible by leading-edge technologies has been 

the ability to measure and evaluate the content of media coverage. Most media monitoring tools have 

hundreds of analysis options. For example, automated “sentiment analysis” tools can analyze specific 

articles and determine the emotional tone conveyed by the content. This enables professionals to quickly identify 

how much of the coverage of their organization is positive, negative or neutral— and then conduct a fact-based 

evaluation of where they need to improve in order to more effectively communicate their messages. These tools can 

also be used for evaluating the overall performance of an entire campaign as communicated through the news media.
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Global Monitoring

We live and work in an interconnected world, with no artificial barriers that preclude the 

dissemination of news and information across physical borders. If a negative story or news report 

about your organization is published in a small town on the other side of the world, there is nothing to 

prevent that story from being shared with constituents in your backyard. A media monitoring tool can track coverage 

worldwide and in various languages, including languages with different alphabets and characters than those used in 

the Western world.

Business Development

Another important benefit of a media monitoring solution is its ability to spot and surface news 

articles or social media posts that reveal potential new business opportunities for your organization. 

This might include reports of M&A activity in the industry, announcements regarding new contracts 

coming up for bid or news reports that document growth in regions of strategic importance to the organization.

Understand Your Target Audience

Media monitoring is an essential tool for ongoing audience analysis across various media types and 

channels, from print to broadcast to digital media. This simply cannot be accomplished with the 

“free” online monitoring tools, such as Google Alerts, which have crucial limitations when it comes to 

comprehensive media monitoring (e.g., their inability to find and surface media content that sits behind paywalls). A 

media monitoring tool enables professionals to more deeply understand the topics your audiences care about, better 

engage in the dialogue these audiences are having about your organization and your competitors, and identify shifts 

in audience sentiment trends.
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Nexis Newsdesk™ Executive News Briefs

Nexis Newsdesk™ includes a feature that allows you to create custom newsletter emails 

with selected articles and saved searches. Executive News Briefs can be sent 

manually or sent automatically at selected times. You can 

edit, pause, update recipients, re-schedule and delete your 

news briefs at any time. This feature is available if you 

have a “Newsletter” license.

Newsdesk allows clipped articles with dates older than 

the last send time of the newsletter to be added to the 

next edition of your News Briefs. For example, if your 

newsletter is sent on Mondays at 9 a.m., you can clip 

an article from Sunday to include in the following 

week’s newsletter. Newsdesk will simply send all the 

newly clipped articles regardless of the article’s age 

in the system.
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Predictive Analysis

Another technology-enabled innovation that has been added to modern media monitoring tools 

is the ability to apply predictive analytics to the evaluation of media coverage. The best of these 

solutions fuse media monitoring with data measurement, analysis and visualization tools to help 

professionals develop prescriptive recommendations to their management teams based on directional trends in the 

data. This might include strategic changes in messaging, tactical changes in media targeting or other communications 

recommendations.

Internal Knowledge Sharing

It can be a tedious and time-consuming process to manually aggregate key media coverage of your 

organization and share that with your colleagues for their review. A media monitoring tool can ease 

that burden by automating the distribution of coverage reports to your management team, co-

workers or outside business partners (e.g., legal counsel, PR firm, etc.). This closes the feedback loop and ensures that 

all key personnel are informed of the latest relevant media coverage at the same time.

Interested in learning more about how media monitoring can benefit your organization? 
Contact us for a customized demo of Nexis Newsdesk™ to learn more.

About LexisNexis

After nearly 40 years providing solutions that help organizations harness the power of information, LexisNexis 

remains dedicated to developing innovative tools to support data-driven decision-making. Our commitment extends 

beyond comprehensive content and outstanding search technology to world-class client service support, ensuring 

that our clients gain maximum insights—and value—from LexisNexis solutions.
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internationalsales.lexisnexis.com

+31 20 485 3456

information@lexisnexis.com




